CHAPTER V
PRINCIPLE  REALISED   IN  PRACTICE
the view of reality argued in the previous chapters
may now be summarised briefly before we go on to
see where it leads us in practice. I believe that reason
and conscience and a sense of freedom to choose
between right and wrong are qualities implanted by
God in his creatures, an act of creation whereby he
made men in his own likeness. But having revealed
himself in this way to every creature worthy to be
called a man, he committed to man the immense task
of discovering for himself little by little the nature of
reality, of joining with him in the work of creation
by enlarging the sphere of reality. I do not believe
that when, centuries before the Christian era, man had
devised for himself the art of writing and for less than
a century after that era, God intervened specially to
reveal to mankind truths which they could not dis-
cover for themselves. I think that any idea that in
some supernatural way God will reveal to a man
what he ought, or ought not, to do in particular cases
is a cardinal error. Such teaching encourages men
to evade their primary duty of using and training
their reason and practical judgment which God has
given to men as their guide. Nor do I think that when
things go seriously wrong with the world God inter-
venes to set them right. I think he has laid that task
wholly on men themselves, and leaves them to learn
from their own mistakes how to avoid them. The
calamities we bring on ourselves are signposts
which mark wrong turns we have taken. "Whom the
Lord loveth he chasteneth"—through the agency of
Nature herself. I do not believe in miracles, either as
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